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AIMS

ESOTERICISM STUDIES
The academic field of Esotericism Studies has only recently been recognised as a 
legitimate field of research, and remains desirous of more input and diversity. Attention 
has been focussed on Western and Anglo-centric sources, with little consideration paid to 
the local reception within the occult revival of Scotland. Addressing this, my research acts 
to widen existing esotericism studies  scholarship by illuminating the unique literary, 
religious and imperial conditions of Scotland.

METHODOLOGY

To investigate the eastern orientation of occult studies in  Scotland, 
specifically the role of literature in framing the relationship between occultism 
and the East.

Research was based upon a microcosmic study of late-Victorian Scottish spiritualist 
literary sources; The Mystery of Cloomber (Arthur Conan Doyle) and Hafed Prince of 
Persia (David Duguid). This involved:
Contextualisation through the study of secondary research covering orientalist 
discourse, Esotericism, the 19th century occult revival, and late-Victorian Scottish 
literature.

Archival research on my primary sources and their key contexts at the National Library 
of Scotland and digital databases. This included studying various genres to ensure 
insights would not be missed from a singular medium focus. 

Close reading and comparative analysis of case studies to discover how Scottish 
spiritualists represented and identified with the East through their specific national 
identities and context. 

Direct drawing of an Indian Temple channelled through the medium David Duguid.  



FINDINGS

CONCLUSIONS

Direct drawings of Hafed and an Egyptian Seance channelled through the medium David Duguid.  

Hafed : Subverts orientalist tropes| 
Allegorically critiques British 
imperialism | Uses Spiritualism to bridge 
the East/West gap of Orientalist 
ideology | Is reliant on orientalist 
stereotype.

Cloomber : Fosters cross-cultural 
identification | Uses 
Scotland/Orient identification to 
subvert stereotypes that originate 
from the English metropole | Is 
reliant on orientalist stereotype.

Representation of the East in late-Victorian Scottish occulture is 
both subversive and conventional . Literature is used as a method 
to subvert and critique Western superiority, yet progression remains 
fettered by reliance on orientalist stereotype. 

Orientalist stereotype is used as a method of connection . A 
Scottish desire for Oriental connection results in both texts going 
against division maintained under the aegis of Orientalism. 
Notably, this connection is viewed as advantageous. 

Divergent hierarchies of occultism are utilised to explore and 
exert influence over alternative East/West relations, while still 
maintaining hierarchies that supported Western dominance
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